
Control awnings and Venetian blinds by radio:

with Becker.

Making sun protection 
easier together.



One moment bright sunshine - and suddenly dark storm clouds appear. But instead
of rushing outside quickly or home to retract your awning, just relax. Because it has
done this itself for a long time, just like your Venetian blinds - fully automatically
controlled by drives and controls – from Becker.

Controlling awnings and Venetian blinds with Becker

Enjoy the summer

Sun protection drives
with integrated bidirectional radio receiver

 Blockage detection with multiple testing
 Two intermediate positions can be programmed
 Fabric untensioning: The drive protects the fabric 

by untensioning it in the upper stop limit position - 
function can be activated/deactivated

 Higher closing force for devices such as 
cassette awnings

 On-site operation possible via a wired 1-way button
 Compatible with sun/wind/rain sensors for 

maximum convenience

 Special drives for Zip screens are also 
        available from Becker.

One moment bright sunshine - and suddenly dark storm clouds appear. But instead
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done this itself for a long time, just like your Venetian blinds - fully automatically

Controlling awnings and Venetian blinds with Becker

Click instead of crank

At the touch of a button you can easily 
control your awnings and Venetian blinds 
according to your wishes. The threshold 
value setting also prevents the sunshade 
from constantly moving in and out during 
a sun/cloud mix.

Always in touch

You can also keep an eye on 
everything when you’re on the go – 
if you integrate your sun protection into 
the CentralControl system. For example, 
you can use your smartphone to extend 
the awning while on the go and provide a 
cool spot.

Your contact:

Radio sun/wind/rain sensor
and hand-held transmitter

 Setting the threshold values possible via 
the sensor

 Multicolour display for simple status 
feedback and start-up

 Integrated rain sensor
 Adjustable sensor foot for optimum 

outdoor mounting
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Radio receiver and 
hand-held transmitter

 Setting the threshold values possible via 
the sensor

 Multicolour display for simple status 
feedback and start-up

 Blind mode: Two intermediate positions 
with tilt programmable and exact 
adjustment of slat angle possible

Safety and durability

Upcoming wind or fi rst raindrops? The sign 
for your awning to move automatically to 
safety and retract exactly. In this way it will 
remain with you for a long time - and with it 
the comfort you enjoy.

Radio sun/wind/rain sensorRadio sun/wind/rain sensorRadio sun/wind/rain sensor

CentralControl CC41
Roller shutters and sun protection central control

 For the control of roller shutters and sun 
protection, light, household appliances and 
many other devices

 Operation via smartphone, tablet or desktop
 Feedback on the actual status of the 

CentronicPlus devices that are programmed
 Commissioning, configuration and operation 

possible via free CentralControl app


